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Paveloc® provides a Transferable Lifetime Guarantee* 

on the structural integrity of our paving stones, slabs 

and retaining wall units to the original purchaser of the 

product for residential use. Any materials installed and 

maintained to our guidelines, and subject to normal wear, 

that prove defective, will be replaced without cost. Color 

matching cannot be guaranteed and replacement labor is 

not included.  Proof of purchase is required.

*Transferable Lifetime Guarantee

Register your project within 60 days of your dated proof of 

purchase to ensure your Paveloc® Guarantee is fully transferable! 

Simply go online at paveloc.com and follow the registration 

instructions. Once processed, you will receive an original 

Transferable Warranty Certificate for your records.

OUR WARRANTY
For over 20 years, Paveloc® has been committed to 

manufacturing the highest quality line of products and to 

providing those products to our customers with the most 

professional level of service and support. 

From innovative shapes and textures to the latest in 

permeable pavement options, Paveloc® continues to lead 

with inspiration and creativity.  Paveloc® is committed 

to providing our customers with the best products and 

newest innovations while pledging to be good global 

citizens. 

We are committed to making the outdoors you enjoy at 

your home even greater. 

OUR COMMITMENT
Why?  Because quality matters.  

Paveloc creates unsurpassed textures and color blending 

in all of our products and provides strength and durability 

that far exceeds industry standards.  From the smooth 

surfaces of our standard pavers to the lifelike carvings in 

our textured stones, Paveloc’s surface textures are second 

to none.  Our color blending provides a visual appeal that 

creates a perfect addition to any home.  Paveloc’s products 

are tested regularly and not only meet, but consistently 

exceed industry standards for strength and durability.  

Choosing Paveloc® lets you relax your mind knowing you 

chose the right product, while you relax your body on a 

patio you absolutely love. 

CHOOSE PAVELOC®
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No one values the importance of enjoying the great 

outdoors like a true Midwesterner.  From the first blooms 

of spring to the first snowfall of winter, we make the most 

of our time outdoors.  We enjoy our cookouts, barbecues, 

and parties with friends, our family dinners on the patio, 

and our evenings with loved ones beneath the stars.  Our 

home becomes the place we sleep, our yards the place 

we truly live.  And nothing enhances that outdoor life like 

Paveloc® paving stones and walls.

Whether it is a new patio, driveway, pool deck or 

sidewalk, Paveloc® paving stones help make your great 

outdoors even greater.  They create the perfect setting to 

entertain family and friends, relax with a good book, or 

simply soak up the sun.

Use this book to guide you through the many design 

options available using Paveloc‘s extensive line of paving 

stones, walls, and accessories.  Mix and match features 

from the many inspirational projects displayed to create 

your own perfect outdoor setting.

Let Paveloc® help you see the vision of your great outdoors 

come to life.
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PAVERS WALLS
Endura Color™

Beacon Hill Flagstone™

Thornbury™

Avante Ashlar™

Trevia™

Bravado™ 

    
Victorian

Holland

Colonial

Antiqued Colonial

Rivercrest ™ Wall

Creta™ Wall

Bravado™ Wall

Ledgestone™ Coping & Pillar Cap
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PHOTO: THORNBURY (BAVARIAN BLEND)

INSIST ON 
ENDURACOLOR 
TECHNOLOGY

EnduraColor products deliver durability through a perfect union: long-lasting color united with permanent strength.

The top portion of each stone is engineered with concentrated color and special wear-resistant materials. This is permanently united with the 

stone’s base – a sturdier, coarser foundation designed for remarkable strength.

THE RESULT IS AN EXCEPTIONALLY STRONG STONE WITH COLOR THAT ENDURES.

                                 - Signifies a product with EnduraColor Technology

Paveloc® permeable pavers provide many benefits while 
providing a durable and stable surface.  The specially designed 
paver shapes have wider joints allowing rainwater to drain 
between the paving stones. This helps minimize surface water 
from ponding, improve troubled drainage areas and provide 
critical groundwater for the environment.
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Paveloc pavers will help you achieve the distinct image you are seeking 

for your outdoor space.  Our hope is that you envision these products as 

an extension and accent to your home.  Whether it’s an elegant, timeless 

style, or a modern and striking appearance, Paveloc pavers are the perfect 

choice for your driveway, patio, walkways and pool decks.  Welcoming and 

entertaining family and friends outdoors will become an experience that is 

about truly living.

Paveloc is dedicated to creating products that withstand time and the ele-

ments, especially for the midwestern climate.  You don’t have to worry about 

the durability and quality of Paveloc, because it’s manufactured to hold up 

even in the harshest weather, all year round. 

PAVERS



SQUARE
14.13" x 14.13" x 2.38"  

LARGE RECTANGLE
21.25" x 14.13" x 2.38"  

SMALL RECTANGLE
7.07" x 14.13" x 2.38"  

RANDOM BUNDLE

BEACON HILL FLAGSTONE™

Beacon Hill Flagstone™ has a very natural appearance and is ideal for almost any landscape project you can imagine. It’s soft blended 
colors and subtle surface design gives Beacon Hill Flagstone that relaxed historical look and feel.

This product is not suitable for vehicular traffic.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
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PHOTO: ALPINE GREY
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ALPINE GREY 

BAVARIAN BLEND

SYCAMORE

PHOTO: BAVARIAN BLEND



SMALL RECTANGLE  
6.88" x 8.25" x 2.75" 

MEDIUM RECTANGLE  
13.75" x 8.25" x 2.75" 

LARGE RECTANGLE  
13.75" x 16.5" x 2.75" 

RANDOM BUNDLE

THORNBURY™

Thornbury™ is ideal for both standard and permeable installations. It’s modestly textured surface and three compatible sizes allow for a
pleasing random look and feel.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

PHOTO: BAVARIAN BLEND

ALPINE GREY 

BAVARIAN BLEND

SYCAMORE

PHOTO: SYCAMORE
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AVANTE ASHLAR™

This unique ashlar design incorporates several random shapes with varying textures into one module, giving you a natural stone 
appearance that is quick and easy to install.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

PHOTO: SHADOW CREEK

ALMOND GROVE

OAKWOOD

SHADOW CREEK

PHOTO: ALMOND GROVE 
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UNIT C  
111/2" x 19" x 23/4"  
(29cm x 48.5cm x 7cm)

UNIT D  
111/2" x 19" x 23/4"  
(29cm x 48.5cm x 7cm)

UNIT B  
111/2" x 19" x 23/4"  
(29cm x 48.5cm x 7cm)

UNIT A  
111/2" x 19" x 23/4"  
(29cm x 48.5cm x 7cm)

RANDOM BUNDLE
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A Units measure
15" x 211/2" x 23/4"
(38cm x 55cm x 7cm)

B Units measure
13" x 153/4" x 23/4"
(33cm x 40cm x 7cm)
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ALMOND GROVE

SHADOW CREEK

BRAVADO™

The elegant Bravado™ stone brings home the look and feel of centuries-old walkways and plazas. Multiple sizes and colors allow you to 
create an atmosphere that fits your outdoors perfectly.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

PHOTO: WOODLAND

BEACH STONE (LIGHT BUFF)

CANYON (RED / BUFF / CHARCOAL)

WOODLAND BUFF / BROWN / CHARCOAL)

TREVIA™

Trevia’s beautiful appearance was inspired by natural flagstone, but its advantage lies in its strength, and consistency. With only two 
unit sizes in the bundle, installation is quick and uncomplicated.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

LARGE RECTANGLE
8.19” x 13.70” x 2.75”

MEDIUM RECTANGLE
6.81” x 8.19” x 2.75”

SMALL RECTANGLE
4.09” x 6.81” x 2.75”

PHOTO: SHADOW CREEK



HOLLAND

Holland stones are popular for their versatility in creating geometric and color patterns, as well as boasting enduring quality with a timeless 
appeal.  Available in 10 colors, the Holland stone allows for unlimited creativity as a prominent mainstay of any landscaping project.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

PHOTO: RANGE 3

RANGE 1 
(RED / CHARCOAL)

RANGE 3 
(BROWN / BUFF / CHARCOAL)

RANGE 6 (TAUPE / BUFF)

CHARCOAL

RANGE 2 
(RED / CHARCOAL / BUFF)

RANGE 5 
(BROWN / BUFF)

RANGE 9 
(TERRA COTTA)

BUFF

RED

HOLLAND 12 X 12
12.58” x 12.58” x 2.38”

Available only in Range 1, 2 and 3

DOUBLE HOLLAND
8.40” x 8.40” x 2.38”

Available only in Range 1, 2 and 3

STANDARD
8.40” x 4.19” x 2.38”
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CHARCOAL (AVAILABLE IN LARGE RECTANGLE ONLY)

LARGE RECTANGLE
7.00” X 4.65” X 2.38”

RANGE 1 (RED / CHARCOAL)

RANGE 2 (RED / CHARCOAL / BUFF)

RANGE 3 (BROWN / CHARCOAL / BUFF)

SQUARE BUNDLE

SQUARE
4.65” X 4.65” X 2.38”

SMALL RECTANGLE
4.65” X 2.33” X 2.38”

VICTORIAN

An excellent choice if you wish to capture a European cobblestone effect. Perfect for sidewalks, patios, and driveways, Victorian lets you
create unique designs that compliment your landscape and ignite your outdoor living spaces.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

PHOTO: RANGE 2



COLONIAL

Measured by elegance and fine craftsmanship, Colonial pavers combine rich and bold earth tones with a textured surface. These pavers
can be used alone, or as accents to many other styles and are perfect for heavy traffic areas or wide and expansive courtyards.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

PHOTO: RANGE 3

ANTIQUED COLONIAL

Our classic Colonial stone is tumbled for a timeworn appearance of old world elegance with a natural looking surface. Its variety of
stone sizes and shapes contribute to an extended palette of designer patterns suitable for large drives and patios.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

PHOTO: RANGE 3

RANGE 1 (RED / CHARCOAL) RANGE 1 (RED / CHARCOAL)

RANGE 2 (RED / CHARCOAL / BUFF) RANGE 2 (RED / CHARCOAL / BUFF)

RANGE 3 (BROWN / CHARCOAL / BUFF) RANGE 3 (BROWN / CHARCOAL / BUFF)

CHARCOAL (AVAILABLE IN LARGE RECTANGLE ONLY) CHARCOAL (AVAILABLE IN LARGE RECTANGLE ONLY)

FIELDSTONE (GOLD / BUFF / CHARCOAL) FIELDSTONE (GOLD / BUFF / CHARCOAL)

SQUARE  
6.30” x 6.30” x 3.15”

SMALL RECTANGLE  
6.30” x 4.65” x 3.15”

SPECIAL ORDER ONLY

RECTANGLE  
9.45” x 6.30” x 3.15”

DOUBLE RECTANGLE  
9.45” x 12.60” x 3.15”

SPECIAL ORDER ONLY

SQUARE  
6.30” x 6.30” x 3.15”

SMALL RECTANGLE  
6.30” x 4.65” x 3.15”

SPECIAL ORDER ONLY

RECTANGLE  
9.45” x 6.30” x 3.15”

DOUBLE RECTANGLE  
9.45” x 12.60” x 3.15”

SPECIAL ORDER ONLY
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Whether it be out of necessity, or purely aesthetic, retaining walls can be

a beautiful addition to your home. Choose from a highly textured wall or

a smooth one, mimic the random look of natural stone, or simply create

grand pillars at an entrance. There are several options to complement your 

paver selection.

In addition to walls, Paveloc wall products can be used to build outdoor

kitchens, pillars, planter beds, fireplaces, fire pits, and much more.

Whatever style or application you select, Paveloc has a safe, solid, and

appealing wall product.

WALLS
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RIVERCREST™ WALL

Stacked flagstone has been used for centuries for small garden walls and pillars. With the award winning Rivercrest™ Wall, you get the 
character and flexibility of natural stone combined with the durability and affordability of concrete.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

9
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BUFF

COASTAL SLATE

COPING UNIT 
22" X 11" X 21/4"

STANDARD UNIT 4
17" x 9-10" x 21/4"

STANDARD UNIT 3
12" x 9-10" x 21/4"

STANDARD UNIT 1
8" x 9-10" x 21/4"

STANDARD UNIT 2 
12" x 9-10" x 21/4"

CORNER BUNDLE

SHORT CORNER UNIT
10" X 9-10" X 21/4"

LONG CORNER UNIT
12" x 9-10" x 21/4"

RANDOM

PHOTO:  BUFF

PHOTO: COASTAL SLATE



LARGE RADIUS
16.5” x 9” x 5” 

STEP
40” x 20” x 7”
(Not available in Mountain or Rose)

SMALL RADIUS
9” x 9” x 5”

CORNER
14.5” x 9” x 5”

SMALL STRAIGHT
9” x 9” x 5”

MEDIUM RADIUS
13.4” x 9” x 5”

MEDIUM STRAIGHT
13.4” x 9” x 5”

LARGE STRAIGHT
16.5” x 9” x 5”

We recommend Ledgestone™ coping as an alternate capping option for this product.

NATURAL LIMESTONE CAP
28” x 28” x 3”

STRAIGHT PACKAGE

CAP PACKAGE

RADIUS PACKAGE

SMALL CAP
9” x 11.8” x 3”

MEDIUM CAP
13.4” x 11.8” x 3”

LARGE CAP
16.5” x 11.8” x 3”

CRETA™ WALL

Paveloc’s Creta™ retaining wall system offers a decorative, durable solution to your retaining wall needs. Creta is an antiqued concrete 
retaining wall manufactured in three different sizes that create the appearance of a natural stone wall. Creta is split faced and tumbled 
on both sides allowing the construction of strong, versatile, and beautiful freestanding walls.

Creta is designed for ease of installation but can be engineered to provide superior support. With multiple colors to choose from, the 
ability to create freestanding walls and the natural appearance created by multiple sizes, Creta is the ideal wall for most landscaping 
projects.

LAKESHORE
(LIGHT BUFF / LIGHT CHARCOAL)

FIELDSTONE
(DARK GOLD / BUFF / CHARCOAL)

TIMBER
(BROWN / CHARCOAL / BUFF)

MOUNTAIN
(TERRA COTTA / BROWN)

BUFF

ROSE
(CHARCOAL / LIGHT GRAY / ROSE)

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

PHOTO:  MOUNTAIN

PHOTO: FIELDSTONE
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We recommend Ledgestone™ pillar cap and coping as alternate capping options 
for this product.

BLUE

BUFF

GREY

PILLAR CAP
24" x 24" x 4"

COPING UNIT
12" x 24" x 2.75"

FULLNOSE UNIT
12" x 24" x 1.75"

CLOSED END UNIT
12" x 24" x 2.75"

MODULAR UNIT
12” x 8” x 4”

BEACH STONE (LIGHT BUFF)

CANYON (RED / BUFF / CHARCOAL)

WOODLAND (BUFF / BROWN / CHARCOAL)

BRAVADO™ WALL

An affordable alternative to natural stone, the antiqued appearance of the Bravado™ wall is perfect for decorative walls, columns, steps 
and specialty design elements.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

PHOTO: BEACH STONE WALL

LEDGESTONE®

 COPING & PILLAR CAP

Ledgestone® coping and pillar caps is a universal coping system that is remarkably natural yet refined in appearance.  Featuring pitched 
edges and three color options to work with, Ledgestone® can be used to cap almost any Paveloc® landscape wall.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

PHOTO: GREY LEDGESTONE
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PAVELOC - A DIVISION OF UNILOCK®

8302 South IL St. Route 23
Marengo, IL 60152

866-PAVELOC
866-728-3562

FAX: 815-568-3713

PAVELOC.COM


